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The Flamingo Bar was the liveliest social hub in the roadside township of Tonota from the 

early 1990s until it closed around 2004. 
 

“They were gathered together” writes David Hughes, “as memories and scribbled notes 
during     the time I was a teacher in the bar’s heyday when I lived and worked at Shashe 

River School. I drank beer and ate grilled meat, laughed and listened…”  
 

Fetson Kalua, Professor of English at the University of South Africa writes: David Hughes 

has been a resident of Botswana for the past 20 years.  The whole collection centres around 

David's beloved Flamingo Bar in northern Botswana and the richly layered Tswana culture of 

that vast African land. A lifelong Afrophile, Hughes not only writes with a sharp wit but also 

demonstrates great affection and respect both for Botswana and its people. Further, Hughes' 

collection bears witness to his love of other Africans from neighbouring countries who make up 

the unique micro-culture of Flamingo Bar. 

 

It seems to be Hughes' ambition - perhaps at an unconscious level - to follow in the footsteps of 

Bessie Head.  and Alexander McCall Smith, both of whom were, like Hughes, outsiders, but 

who came to love Botswana with a great and enduring passion. Most of the collection shows an 

ironic humour and lightness of touch which brings McCall Smith's gentler Botswana more to 

mind. My favourite tale in this widely varying collection is the wickedly flirtatious 'Malebogo' 

which manages to combine an electrically charged eroticism with all the innocuous innocence 

of hairdressing! 

 

A light-hearted and very readable collection of stories, reflections and vignettes. 
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